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Abstract. Subgoal learning is investigated to effectively build a goal-oriented
behavior control rule with which a mobile robot can achieve a task goal for any
starting task configurations. For this, states of interest are firstly extracted from
successful task episodes, where the averaged occurrence frequency of states is
used as threshold value to identify states of interest. And, subgoals are learned by
clustering similar features of state transition tuples. Here, features used in clustering are produced by using changes of the states in the state transition tuples. A
goal-oriented behavior control rule is made in such a way that proper actions are
sequentially and/or reactively generated from the subgoal according to the context of states. To show the validities of our proposed subgoal learning as well as
a goal-oriented control rule of mobile robots, a Box-Pushing-Into-a-Goal(BPIG)
task is simulated and experimented.

1 Introduction
A goal-oriented behavior control rule can be considered as a sequence of behaviors to
complete a task. Such behavior control rules are usually provided by planners, reinforcement learning, or human programmers. Planning or reinforcement learning technologies have been known to be partially effective in recovering working conditions by
building new behavior plans or policies to cope with exceptional cases. Most of them,
however, require building of a new plan or policy to go from a current situation to a
goal, which would be costly when exceptional cases occur frequently.
If a robot is able to autonomously learn subgoals, it will be possible to complete a
task by changing the order of subgoals [1], or, by producing a sub-plan or a sub-policy
only for coping with the current subgoals. This is more time- and cost-efficient than
newly planning or learning the entire task, saving efforts for building a new plan, or
reducing search-space. Here, subgoals refer to the states which robots necessarily or
frequently go through in the course of task execution. By learning subgoals, the robot
is able to explore more effectively and accelerate learning in other task in the same or
similar environments where the same subgoals are useful [2]. Subgoals are also useful in
producing the nominal sequence of behaviors for executing tasks with behavior control
rules.
Stolle et al. [3] developed a control approach that used a library of trajectories to establish a global control law or policy. A library of trajectories is used to create a global
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policy by nearest-neighbor look up. However, since subgoals for a task have not been
considered in their approach, a new library of trajectories will be required if a goal location is changed. Fukazawa et al. [4] proposed an algorithm that acquires intermediate
goals between initial states and goal states for an agent executing multiple tasks. They
focused on generating the priorities of subgoals. But, they have not discussed how to
generate actions to reach subgoals. Sutton et al. [5], Mannor et al. [6], and Shen et al.
[7] have proposed option-based reinforcement learning techniques for robot to learn behaviors more effectively for a task, where options imply trajectories between subgoals.
However, they assumed that subgoals were available ahead of learning.
As we have seen above, there have been few works investigating subgoal learning.
In this paper, we will propose an algorithm for subgoal learning to effectively build a
behavior control rule, with which a mobile robot can achieve a task goal for any starting
task configurations. In this case, a goal-oriented behavior control rule is built in such
a way that proper actions are sequentially and/or reactively generated from subgoals
according to the context of states.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In section II, details on subgoal learning
will be described. In section III, a goal-oriented behavior control rule will be explained.
In section IV, simulations and experimental results will be given to verify validities of
the subgoal learning and the goal-oriented behavior control rule for a Box-PushingInto-a-Goal(BPIG) task. Finally in section V, concluding remarks will be provided.

2 Subgoal Learning
A goal-oriented behavior control rule of a task is defined as a sequence of state-action
pairs which are reordered according to changes of states in such a way that a task is
completed under several uncertainties due to nondeterministic environment, incomplete
perception and/or probabilistic action effect.
To generate such a meaningful sequence of state(current state, next state)-action
pairs for the task completion (See Fig. 1), it is required to extract state-action pairs of
interest for the successful task completion from task episodes which include various
types of successful task episodes. Then, some of those state-action pairs of interest
are abstracted as attentive state-action pairs (here is after, subgoals) and are nominally
ordered as a behavior sequence for the task completion. At the time of execution of the
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task, the nominal sequence could be reasonably reordered according to the context of
the working environment [8].
2.1 Task Description Space(T DS) and Collection of Successful Episodes
T DS is a space for describing the task, in which a subgoal learner understands what
task is given. Both a physical space (here is after, Pspace ) and a configuration space
(here is after, Cspace ) [9] are composed of our proposed T DS. Tentative behavior sequences are found in a Cspace and evaluated in a Pspace . A state in the Cspace of T DS
may not be physically meaningful. Thus, a state needs to be checked whether the state
is physically meaningful. This is done by using the Pspace . Employing the Cspace helps
the subgoal learner to easily get many versatile successful task episodes from which a
generic subgoal can be acquired. A state S of the Cspace for a task can be defined as
S = [dO1 O2 , aO1 O2 , ..., dOn−1 On , aOn−1 On ]

(1)

where dO1 O2 , aO1 O2 , ..., dOn−1 On , and aOn−1 On respectively, imply distance between the
object O1 and the object O2 (dO1 O2 ), angle between the object O1 and the object O2
(aO1 O2 ), ..., distance between the object On−1 and the object On (dOn−1 On ), angle between the object On−1 and the object On (aOn−1 On ). A path in our T DS from an initial
state (Sinit ) to a goal state (Sgoal ) can be found by applying the A∗ algorithm in such a
way that states to be tested are chosen in the Cspace , and then those states are checked
as physically possible states in the Pspace .
2.2 Extraction of T DS States of Interest
All states of successful paths in T DS are T DS state vectors from which candidates of
the T DS states of interest can be extracted. Here, we denote Stotal to be the total set
including T DS state vectors. In Stotal , there can be a lot of identical T DS state vectors.
On the other hand, there are many T DS states with a single occurrence. The objective
of our subgoal learning is to extract generic subgoals from the cases with multiple
occurrences. For this, f requency(Si , S) is defined as
f requency(Si , S)  number o f satis f ying (S = Si ) ∧ (S ∈ S)

(2)

where S is the set including T DS state vectors, and S and Si are a T DS state vector.
And, now Sduplicate and Sunique are define as
Sduplicate = {Si | (Si ∈ Stotal ) ∧ ( f requency(Si , Stotal ) ≥ 2)}

(3)

Sunique = {Si | (Si , S j ∈ Sduplicate ) ∧ (Si = S j )}.

(4)

and

In Eqs. (3) and (4), Sduplicate and Sunique respectively, imply the set of T DS states having frequency greater than or equal to 2, and the set that does not allow the duplicated
T DS state.
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Let fth be the averaged value of occurrence frequency which can be computed as
fth =

|Sduplicate |
|Sunique |

(5)

where |Sduplicate | and |Sunique | imply the cardinality of the set Sduplicate and Sunique .
Subgoals will be made for the T DS states having occurrence frequency greater than or
equal to fth . A set of such candidate T DS states, T DS states of interest (Sinteresting ), can
be obtained as
Sinteresting = {Si | (Si ∈ Sduplicate ) ∧ ( f requency(Si , Sduplicate ) ≥ fth )}.

(6)

It is remarked that states of interest can be obtained by means of occurrence frequency, because there should be same or similar situation for the robot to encounter
during the execution of the tasks from various initial configurations to the same goal
configuration. Those frequently encountered situations in a real environment, or states
in our T DS could be possible subgoals to achieve the goal.
2.3 State Transition Tuple and Clustering
We produce state transition tuples by using T DS states of interest, which are the candidates of subgoals. Let TSAS be the state transition tuple which is defined as
TSAS  (S, A, S ).

(7)

S

where
is a next state, S is a current state, and A is an action which forced S to
become S . From state transition tuples TSAS , following information can be extracted
(See Fig.2). (1) Is the state vector changed? (2) If so, what elements of the state vector
are changed? (3) Is the value of change increased or decreased? The feature vector of
TSAS is now defined as
FSAS = [ f1 , ..., fn ].
In Eq. (8), f or all i = 1 to n, fi is defined as
⎧
⎪
i f si < s i ,
⎨1,
fi = 0,
i f si = s i ,
⎪
⎩
−1, i f si > s i .

(8)

(9)
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It is recalled that there may be a lot of different TSAS for task episodes. And, different
TSAS can have the same FSAS Thus, those state transition tuples are classified in such
a way that TSAS having the same FSAS are included in the same cluster.
2.4 Generalization
It is necessary to find out the attentive (or representative) T DS state vector (SCi ) for executing a task with each cluster. In this work, a concept learning approach is employed,
where a general-to-specific ordering of hypothesis is applied to positive instances. The
more-general-than partial ordering algorithm [10] is used to organize the search for
an attentive T DS state vector SCi with TSAS in a cluster. An attentive T DS state vector
was found by using the algorithm. The algorithm will output the attentive T DS state
vector.

3 Goal-Oriented Behavior Control Rule
3.1 Ordering of Subgoals
Each attentive T DS state vector representing a cluster will be regarded as a subgoal.
Using subgoals, a goal-oriented behavior control rule is made in such a way that proper
actions are sequentially and reactively generated from the subgoals according to states
which could be expected from previous robot behaviors, or unexpected ones. For this,
subgoals need to be grouped according to the distance from a subgoal to the goal.
Let L(SCi ) be the distance from SCi (the attentive T DS state vector of the ith cluster)
to the goal state. If current T DS state S of a tuple in a cluster C j is the same as next
T DS state S of a tuple in other cluster Ci , the distance of Ci to the goal is longer than
C j to the goal. L(SCi ) is increased by one.
3.2 Action Selection Mechanism
N-best subgoals are selected by comparing probabilistic values of the current observed
state Z and attentive T DS state vector SC of subgoals as
N

CN = ∑ arg
i=1

max

C, C1 ∈
/ ...∈
/ Ci=1

P(SCi |C, Z),

(10)

where C implies a set of subgoals (clusters) and T implies state transition tuples. And,
the best matched tuple is selected by comparing the probabilistic value of Z and all S in
state transition tuple of n-best subgoals as
TSAS = argmax P(S|CN , Z),
T

(11)

where CN implies selected n-best subgoals. Then, the action of the best matched tuple
is activated sequentially to avoid attraction to a passed subgoal, and to take successful
transition to a state toward next subgoal as
A = Φ (TSAS )
where the function Φ () simply extracts an action in the selected tuple.

(12)
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4 Simulations and Experiments
To show the validities of our proposed method of the subgoal learning for goal-oriented
behavior control, a BPIG task is simulated and experimented. The BPIG task is having
a robot push boxes to a goal across a room. To evaluate our subgoal learning for goaloriented behavior control of the task, simulations are first performed, where simulations
are executed in the same simulator used for Pspace . But, staring configuration for each
test is randomly selected so that it is totally different from those of episodes at the
time of subgoal learning. A configuration space for the BPIG task, the Cspace is a sixdimensional space. A state S of the Cspace for the BPIG task can be defined as
S = [drb , arb , drg , arg , dbg , abg ]

(13)

Successful episodes were collected by using the A∗ algorithm. The results summarized in Table 1 show the process of subgoal learning by using the successful episodes.
In Figure 3, the results of the simulation and the experiment are shown, where the BPIG
task is executed with designed subgoals and our goal-oriented behavior control rule in
section 3.
Table 1. Simulation Results of the BPIG task
BPIG task
# of successful episodes

1,024

# of TDS states of interest

8,593

# of dimensions of Cspace

6

# of subgoals

12

# of TDS states

13,500

-

-

(a)

(1)

(2)

(3)

: robot
: box
: goal

(4)

(5)

(6)

(b)

Fig. 3. Display of results for the BPIG task; (a) simulation results, (b) experimental results
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The Subgoal Learning Phase
1. Create a TDS for describing a specific task.
2. Collect successful task episodes based on TDS.
3. Extract TDS states of interest among all TDS state.
4. Create the state transition tuple with TDS states of interest.
5. Create clusters with feature vectors of TDS states.
6. Create generalized attentive TDS states in the clusters.
The Goal-oriented Behavior Control Rule Phase
1. Create layers of subgoals with distance between a subgoal and a goal.
2. Select n-best subgoals by comparing probabilistic value between the
current observed state and representative state of subgoals.
3. Select the best matched state transition tuple in n-best subgoals.
4. Execute an action of the best matched state transition tuple.

Fig. 4. Flow of Subgoal Learning for Goal-oriented Behavior Control Rule

To evaluate performances of our subgoal learning for goal-oriented behavior control,
several experiments are carried out. Firstly, The BPIG task in an environment with
sensing errors that have normal distribution N(0, 1) and N(0, 2). The task is observed
for over 90% success rate in spite of sensing errors. Secondly, A robot executes a task in
a dynamically changing environment by using subgoals for the BPIG task. The task was
successfully completed even after boxes was added in the middle of task execution. This
is an example showing that even in dynamically changing environments, a task can be
completed by reordering subgoals that were already learned. Fig. 4 illustrates the entire
flow of the previously-proposed subgoal learning for goal-oriented behavior control.

5 Conclusion and Further Works
We proposed a method for automatic subgoal learning to effectively build a goaloriented behavior control rule with which a mobile robot can achieve a task goal for
any starting task configurations. Our subgoals were made by extracting several attentive states from episodes, and by formulating a set of behaviors associated with such
attentive states. Then, the states were organized to be an ordered collection of attentive
states with their associated behavior sets, and were used to select a behavior from the
set by means of the nearest neighbor look up. Thus, a goal-oriented behavior control
rule could be robust since the subgoals have been designed by considering how to act
for many possible states in episodes, which helps robots to cope with unexpected state
transitions.
There are some points to be investigated in our future works. The subgoal learning
for goal-oriented behavior control is to be applied to various kinds of service robot
tasks. And, learning methods incorporating negative episodes and incremental learning
technologies are to be investigated to deal with small size of episodes.
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